The extracellular matrix in wound healing: a closer look at therapeutics for chronic wounds.
Disappointing results with the use of exogenous recombinant growth factors in chronic wounds have redirected the focus to the extracellular matrix (ECM). Newer research has clearly changed our view on the role of the ECM in tissue repair and dismissed the dogma that the sole function of ECM is a passive physical support for cells. It is now clear that intact or fragmented ECM molecules are capable of transducing signals pivotal for cell processes in wound healing primarily via integrin interactions in concert with growth factor activation. In addition, our knowledge about ECM molecules in minute concentrations with biological activity, but devoid of significant structural influence, is increasing. This article reviews the multifaceted molecular roles of ECM in the normal wound-healing process and some molecular abnormalities in chronic wounds, and touches on potential therapies based on the developments of tissue biology.